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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000): Some background
Suppose we have the C-D production function

y = Y/L = (K/Y )
α
1−α hA⇒ gy =

α

1− α
gK/Y + gh + gA.

Next run a simple OLS regression

gy,1960−90 = β0 + β1(Schoolenrollment, 60)+ ε

B&K find β̂1 = 0.21. So enrollment ↑ (give defintion: corresp. to 1 extra
av. years of schooling in st st) —> gy ↑ by .21%. Similar results if use
gh + gA is left hand side variable. Effect runs through gh + gA.

In theory: SE -> HC accumulation -> growth makes sense (Lucas,

MRW).

But can we be sure the above reflect the causal impact from h on y?
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000): Some background
Of course not. A simple model:

— People live for two periods

— If they do not attend school: Income per 1 = A (1), Income per 2 =

A (2) .

— If they do attend school: Income per 1: 0. Income per 2: (1 + λiR)A (2)

> A (2) . λi differ across individuals (ability), R is the return on school-

ing. Imagine a distribution for λi.

Attend school if

0 +
(1 + λiR)A (2)

1 + r
> A (1) +

A (2)

1 + r
⇔ λi ≥ λ̄ ≡ 1 + r

(1 + gA)R
,

where 1 + gA ≡ A (2) /A (1) .

So if expect gA ↑ more will become educated (enrollment rates rise).
OLS not causal effect from SE− >growth.
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000): Empirical strategy
Use theory to generate data on yrs of schooling (thus h). With those

numbers in hand, ask:

1. Schooling —> growth. Can enrollment rate explain gh? gh + gA?

2. Growth (expect.) —> Schooling. Could this account for the covaria-

tion observed empirically? E.g. can an increase in growth of about

.21% imply an increase in average schooling of 1 year?

Generating data I
Define average human capital stock for a given country at time t

h (t) ≡ H (t)

L (t)
≡
R T
s h (a, t)L (a, t) daR T

s L (a, t) da
,

where L (t) is the labor force comprising agegroups from s to T.
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Generating data I
More specifically

h (a, t) ≡ Et · ef(s)+γ1(a−s−6)+γ2(a−s−6)
2
, f (s) ≡ θ

1− ψ
s1−ψ

and E is an externality whereby h (a, t) depends on lagged level of h

(teachers), with an elasticity φ. If φ = 1; Lucas. φ < 1, s would need

to rise so as to ensure growth in h.

If φ = 0, and we know θ, ψ, γ1, γ2 and years of schooling far back in

time + age distribution back in time, its easy to get h (a, t) thus, H (t) ,

from 1960-1990. If φ > 0 you need to invoke the perpetual inventory

method, requiring us to go further back when generating data (for h1960
to be sensible).

γ1, γ2, based onMincer regressions can be obtained for a lot of countries.

B&K use an average.
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Generating data I
What about θ, ψ?. B&K work out an ingenious method.

From the Mincer lit (Micro, seperate for each country) we know people

have been estimating equations of the form

lnwji = λ0 + λ1sij

where i is individuals, j are countries (of course, from the perspective

of Mincer reg. it always take place in some specific country). This

equation holds for all workers. In particular a worker with average

years of schooling in country j, s̄j.

In addition: There’s data for estimated λ1’s for a lot of countries.

Empirically, it seems that λ̂1 is smaller in countries with more av-

erage years of schooling, which is the motivation for the formulation

f (s) = θ/ (1− ψ) s1−ψ, ψ < 1.
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Generating data I
Consider the present model. We know (see slides for HC intro) that

competitive markets and h = ef(s) implies:

lnwji = λ0 + f
¡
sij
¢

(since lnh = f (s) + exp). Now, suppose we linearize f
¡
sij
¢
around the

average level (1 order) f
¡
sij
¢ ≈ f

¡
s̄j
¢
+ f 0

¡
s̄j
¢ ¡

sij − s̄
¢
.

Substituted back into the equation above

lnwji = λ0 + f
¡
s̄j
¢
+ f 0

¡
s̄j
¢
s̄ + f 0

¡
s̄j
¢
sij ≡ λ0 + λ1jsij.

The neat thing is that, in theory we’ll have λ1j = f 0
¡
s̄j
¢
= θs̄

−ψ
j . Since

we have data for λ1j for a bunch of countries we may run the regression

lnλ1j = ln θ − ψ ln s̄j,

and thus calibrate the human capital production function and get hj (t)
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Results I, HC—>growth.

Figure 1:
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Generating data II
What about the other potential direction? Growth —> Schooling. Rep-

resentative agent framework, to get calibrated levels of schooling, s̄j.

Start by solving the optimal schooling decision. The problem is to:

³
{c}Tt=0 , s

´
= argmax

Z T

0
ln cte

−ρtdt− ξ

ρ
e−ρs| {z }

utility from attending school

Subject to:

Z T

s
e−rtw (t)h (t) dt ≥

Z T

0
e−rtc (t) dt + µ

Z s

0
w (t)h (t) e−rtdt| {z }
tuition

and

h (t) = Ete
f(s)+g(t−s) for all t > s.
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Generating data II
You can show (download notes) the first order condition for s satisfies

(1 + µ) = ξ

·
c (s)

w (s)h (s)

¸
+

Z T

s

£
f 0 (s)− g0 (t− s)

¤
e−r(t−s)w (t)h (t)

w (s)h (s)
dt

B&K describe how to operationalize this formular (i.e. back out a s̄j,

using outside estimates for ξ,µ etc).

With data on sj’s in hand they examine the impact of expected g60−90
on schooling!

Expectation is a weigtned average of own ex post growth, and the world

average.
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000):Results II.

Figure 2:
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BILLS AND KLENOW (2000): Bottom Line
Schooling does seem to matter for growth.

But the bulk of the observed correlation between enrollment rates and
growth is likely due to reverse causality! Policy implications?

A few remarks

Very forward looking agents (representative). Creditmarket imperfec-

tions? Uncertainty?

Quality? Lucas’ framwork is explicitly build on a "quality" notion of

human capital. How much does quality matter?
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HENDRICKS (2002)
The basic idea. Suppose you have the following production function in

country c: Yc = F (Kc,AcNc) = Kθ
c (AcHc)

1−θ . The human capital
stock is given by

Hc = ef(s)+g(a−s)ηcNc

where s is (average) schooling, a is age, ηc is efficiency units of human

capital in country c (or, its quality), while Nc is the number of workers

in country c. Observe the new part: ηc, and that it likely distorts our

TFP (/A) estimates, since

TFPc =
Yc

Kθ
c

h
ef(s)+g(a−s)Nc

i1−θ = A1−θc ηc.

So getting at ηc would be very useful. Potentially, Ac differences are

not needed at all! Problem: seems indistinguishable from Ac
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HENDRICKS (2002)
Second thought .. maybe not indistinguishable. If people of very

different "quality" participate in the same labor market (work with

sameK,A and with the same experience), then ηc could be determined

as a residual.

Data on Immigrants in US labor market.
Consider competitive markets. We know then, given the production

function above that

wc = (1− θ)κ
θ
1−θ
c Ace

f(sc)+g(ac−sc)ηc

Since Y = Kθ (AH)1−θ ⇔ Y/N =
³
K
Y

´ θ
1−θ A

³
H
N

´
, F 0N = (1− θ)Y/N

, and where we have defined κ ≡ K/Y.
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HENDRICKS (2002)
Now, suppose we normalize ηc = 1 in some reference country, the US.

Then observed differences in wage income between country c and the

US decomposes into

wc

wus
=

µ
κc
κus

¶ θ
1−θ Ac

Aus
ef(sc)−f(sus)+g(ac−sc)−g(aus−sc)ηc

Consider the wage of an individual from country c, who is working in the

US, relative to the wage of a US worker with similar years of schooling

and experience. The difference:

wage of immigrant from country c
wage of native born US citizen

=
κ

θ
1−θ
USAUSe

f(s)+g(a−s)ηc

κ
θ
1−θ
USAUSe

f(s)+g(a−s)
= ηc

i.e. relative quality!
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HENDRICKS (2002)
With estimates of ηc in hand, we may proceed to examine whether

these differences are important in accounting for difference in income

per capita/wages.

First calculate US A level, and use that for all countries (so “H0” is

that ηc is all that matters). We also put ηUS = 1, so all ηc is measured

relative to US. Hence use

TFPUS =
YUS

Kθ
US

h
ef(sUS)+g(aUS−sUS)NUS

i1−θ = A1−θUS .

“As usual", θ = 0.3.
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HENDRICKS (2002)
Next, calculate the counterfactual wage in source country using calcu-

lated ηc and observed values for κc etc, but US A :

w
η
c = (1− θ)κ

θ
1−θ
c ef(sc)+g(ac−sc)AUSηc

Now, ideally the ratio

w
η
c

wUS
≈ wobservedc

wUS
.

Unfortunately its not. It turns out there is a large residual. Look-

ing at table 1, w
η
c

wUS
is typically much larger than wobservedc

wUS
(assuming

same A, but allowing different η leads you to overestimating wages in

source countries), implying that quality differences can only account for

a relatively small part of the observed wage differences, it seems.
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HENDRICKS (2002)
Problem: Self selection (only the smart and pretty people go to the

States). Suppose the observed quality of an immigrant is

ηc = σcη̃c

where η̃c is the ”typical” quality of citizens. σc is a self selection

paramter. Average source country wages are theoretically (assuming

A is the same)

wc ≡ (1− θ)κ
θ
1−θ
c AUSe

f(sc)+g(ac−sc)η̃c
while the calcuated source countrywage, assumingUS technology (where

quality is calculated using US labor market data — so identifying ηc =

scη̃c)

w
η
c ≡ (1− θ)κ

θ
1−θ
c AUSe

f(sc)+g(ac−sc)scη̃c.
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HENDRICKS (2002)
The ratio

w
η
c

wc
≡ (1− θ)κ

θ
1−θ
c Ace

f(sc)+g(ac−sc)scη̃c

(1− θ)κ
θ
1−θ
c Acef(sc)+g(ac−sc)η̃c

= sc

sc represents the amount of self selection needed to fully account for

productivity difference.

Interpreted as the wage of the immigrant, relative to the mean, in the

source country. How big is this thing?
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HENDRICKS (2002)
Well ... big.

Figure 3:

Shows wη
c/wc vs wc/wUS.
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HENDRICKS (2002)
Another perspective

Figure 4:

In some cases they would belong to top 0.001 of the source country

wage distribution. He cites evidence that suggest that return migrants

do not earn that muchmore (if anything) compated to people who never

migrated.
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HENDRICKS (2002): Bottom line

From previous levels-accounting exercises, we know that human capital

quantity does not account for the lions share of observed differences in

Y/L (Caselli, 2004). This is not causality (which may be only — in a

relative sense — weakly running from HC to growth anyway).

This paper attacks a weak spot; Quality. However, in the end the basic

proposition that “A" accounts for the bulk of observed variation in Y/L

is sustained.
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